
Addictive, frustrating, a timeless classic. 

Buzzwires bring the test of having a steady 

hand to a new height with GIANT and MEGA 

floor versions! 

BUZZWIRES 

SUITABLE FOR: All ages 
 
GREAT FOR: Summer Fetes, Birthday Parties,  
School Fetes, Community Events, Family Fun Days,  
Fundraising and Charity Events, Team Building 
 
SET UP: Inside or Outside 
 
REQUIRES: Protection from rain and a flat,  
  even surface 
 
SIZES: Giant = 1.52m length X 0.23m width  
          Mega = 2.8m length X 0.5m width X 1.2m height  

 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
 - Referee/Attendant   
 - Overnight hire (until 10am, dry hire only)   
 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 
 - 1x piece of Buzzwire with wand 
 - Fully charged battery (full day play) 
 

Super addictive, highly frustrating, and an absolute 
gaming classic. Buzzwire comes in 2 versions – our 
giant table top version which is a popular hit for kids 
parties, school fetes and events or even summer  
festivals and our MEGA Buzzwire – the freestanding 
floor version that you’re sure to keep going back to.  

Quick and easy to set up without needing a lot of 
space, Buzzwires are great to play no matter your age! 
Affordable and greatly priced, they are required to be 
ordered in addition with another item, so we pair them 
up great with our other garden games and inflatables, 
or even with some of our wedding game and  
decoration range to keep the kids entertained! If being 
used as a fundraiser game, prizes can also be ordered 
separately – just enquire on booking!  

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 
 
"many thanks for providing us with the games for our 
wedding the children were entertained, it was a very 
slick operation from start to finish. Excellent ... Many 
thanks from the New Mr & Mrs Bromley" 
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